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Platform functionality

Please use the tabs below 
the presentation to:

• ask a question

• download attachments

• submit feedback

Exit full screen mode to 
view the tabs. 
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The value of voting

Principle-based voting on shareholder resolutions can contribute to clear, effective 
and accountable stewardship
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Why are shareholder proposals important?

Shareholder proposals are an important corporate engagement mechanism. They 
allow investors to use their formal rights as owners to escalate important matters in a 
public and transparent way, and directly interact with a company’s board. Filing and 
voting on shareholder proposals – when used effectively – can also…
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Focus efforts on a 

single, concrete 

call to action

Aggregate a wider 

set of shareholder 

views on that  call 

to action

Express those 

views as 

quantitative 

evidence of support



Effective voting can complement engagement

Engagement is valuable, 

and can help to build rapport with companies...
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The value of voting

…but voting adds accountability and effectiveness. 

When utilised effectively, voting on shareholder resolutions can strengthen engagement.



Voting on shareholder resolutions is not escalation

While voting in favour of a shareholder resolution is not considered to be escalation, 
there are other escalation strategies available to investors.
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These strategy may include:

▪ filing shareholder resolutions;

▪ voting against the (re-) election of board 
members;

▪ proposing directors for election;

▪ voting against the annual reports and 
accounts of companies;

▪ litigation.



Active Ownership 2.0

Investors wishing to go further can align their voting principles with Active Ownership 
2.0

Outcomes

Investors should 
pursue real-world 
outcomes through a 
range of levers in the 
stewardship toolbox –
including voting
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Collaborative action

Clear and well-
constructed voting 
principles help ensure 
the effectiveness of 
voting on shareholder 
resolutions for all

Common goals

An Active Ownership 2.0-
aligned approach means 
focusing on broader 
interests over the 
narrower, often short-
term, interests of any 
individual company



You’ve filed a 
shareholder proposal 
- what now?
A guide to filing impactful shareholder resolutions



The need for a greater focus on post-filing efforts

Drafting and filing the proposal 

is just one part of the bigger 

picture:
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• Only consider withdrawing a proposal if the 

negotiated agreement is in line with your desired 

outcomes

• Ask the company to make a public commitment

• Track the company’s progress and publicise this 

where possible

• Be prepared to escalate your concerns if a 

company fails to deliver

Negotiating an agreement 
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Gathering support for a shareholder proposal
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• Prepare and circulate supplementary material for 

investors

• Reach out to key investors, investor groups and 

networks

• Engage with proxy advisers, asset owners and 

other key stakeholders

• Develop a media plan early 

• Work with other proponents



After the vote
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• Develop a post-vote engagement plan

• Prepare public statements / media plan

• Track the company’s progress in implementing the 

ask

• Deciding on next steps if the vote is unsuccessful



Proxy season 2024: 
emerging themes and 
expectations
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General themes

▪ Increasingly specific asks

▪ Focus on disclosures pre- and post-AGM

▪ Wider geographical focus

▪ Social issues continuing to make up the highest proportion of shareholder 
resolutions

▪ Proposals being re-filed

▪ Focus on management proposals 
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Themes for the 2024 AGM season – climate & nature
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Climate 
transition 
planning

Environmental 
issues & 

human health
Biodiversity

Circular 
economy

Methane 
disclosures

Water risk

Animal 
welfare

Just Transition



Themes for the 2024 AGM season – social & human rights
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Freedom of 
association

Environmental 
issues & 

human health

Anti-microbial 
resistance

Living wage
Diversity, 
equity & 
inclusion

Reproductive 
rights

Digital rights
Universal 
ownership 

lens
Conflict 



Emerging themes for the 2024 AGM season - governance
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Shareholder rights
Lobbying & 

charitable giving
Tax transparency 

ESG-linked 
remuneration

Director votes



A global view
A snapshot of some high-level influences on shareholder voting and engagement, globally 
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Japan

• 2023: first resolution filed 

on climate lobbying

• Focus on board gender 

diversity

France

• 2023: Joint Committee 

rejected Say on 

Climate proposal

Canada

• Investor concern on 

virtual AGMs

South Africa

• Company AGM in December 2023 

disrupted and rescheduled, 

investors vote against management 

in response to company climate 

strategy

Switzerland

• Major listed companies 

feature vote on 

sustainability report

USA

• Supreme Court college 

admissions ruling – DEI 

impact

• ExxonMobil lawsuit

UK

• Investors signal concern 

over potential reduction in 

shareholder rights

Australia 

• Climate risk 

management concerns 

resulting in votes against 

directors

Italy

• Continuation of 

“closed door” AGMS



February 2024

Our approach to stewardship and voting

For professional investors only.
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PUBLIC

We believe that good 
corporate governance and 
sustainable practices ensure 
that companies are 
managed in line with the 
investment interests of our 
clients. 

An active stewardship approach that targets positive financial and sustainable outcomes

How stewardship creates value for investors

◆ Through engagement and research we spot early movers 

and visionary companies that lend to sustainable 

investment opportunities. 

◆ We share our market and RI insights such as industry best 

practices in hope to help companies progress.

Driving growth

◆ We encourage companies to produce relevant and 

transparent disclosure which can result in less uncertainty 

for investors, potentially lower costs of capital and the 

ability to finance positive change. 

Improving transparency and disclosure

◆ Stewardship activities signal potential problems and 

protect the value of investment by pushing companies to 

take corrective action before the impact becomes 

material.

Managing the dynamic materiality of risk

◆ We employ an objectives-led approach to our 

engagement to encourage companies to mitigate 

externalities and seek positive outcomes in consideration 

of the impact of their business on the environment, 

society and stakeholders.

◆ We actively engage with investee companies on our 

engagement priority list and also participate in industry 

initiatives and collaborative engagement efforts to 

support the transition towards a more sustainable and 

inclusive economy1. 

Delivering positive social and environmental 
outcomes

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management (UK). For illustrative purpose only.
1. While we work with a number of collaborative engagement initiatives, we make voting decisions independently. 
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PUBLIC

Core stewardship themes

The thematic priorities serve 

as guidance to the 

investment function, and in 

setting engagement 

objectives for issuers in our 

portfolios.

Biodiversity and nature

Human rights

Trusted technology and data Diversity, equity and inclusion

Climate change

Inclusive growth and 
shared prosperity

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management (UK). For illustrative purposes only. 

Corporate Governance
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PUBLIC

Addressing systemic risks through voting 

We seek to hold boards to account for environmental and social issues which we believe 
are closely linked to the long-term success of companies. We may vote against 
management in following cases. 

◆ Climate change: The strategy or actions of a company in a carbon intensive sector fall 

short of that required for low carbon transition. 

◆ Thermal coal: Companies with more than 10% revenues derived from thermal coal and 

transition plans remain inadequate, and/or who do not provide TCFD disclosure or 

equivalent reporting.

◆ Biodiversity and nature: Companies where we identified biodiversity and nature loss as 

a material issue, but that fail to take appropriate steps to address it.

◆ Human rights: Companies which are believed to be violating or at risk of violating global 

human rights standards, as well as those falling below our expectations on industry-

recognised human rights benchmarks

◆ DE&I: Board diversity (gender and/or race) level falls below our expectations for the 

market and company size. 

◆ Inclusive growth & shared prosperity: Quantum of CEO pay exceeds the level we believe 

appropriate for company size  

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management (UK). 
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PUBLIC

Potential tools for escalation

Escalating challenging engagements

We may use some or all of the methods of escalation outlined below and may change the order on a case by case basis. Each escalation must be evaluated individually based on its risks and merits. 

The allocation of resources to this process will vary depending on the escalation tool employed.

In the case where escalated engagement efforts fail, it may indicate significant management weakness or unwillingness to address material issues, eventually lending support to potential divestment 

decisions. 

Email/Letter
Meeting with senior 

representatives / board 
members

Voting

Collaborative 
engagement

Shareholder proposal
Calling a shareholder 

meeting

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management (UK). For illustrative purposes only. 
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PUBLIC

Important information

The contents of this document may not be reproduced or further distributed to any person or entity, whether in whole or in part, for any purpose. All non-authorised reproduction or use of this document will be the responsibility of the user and may lead to legal 
proceedings. The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only and does not constitute advice or a recommendation to buy or sell investments. Some of the statements contained in this document may be considered forward 
looking statements which provide current expectations or forecasts of future events. Such forward looking statements are not guarantees of future performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those 
described in such forward-looking statements as a result of various factors. We do not undertake any obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained herein, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those projected in the 
forward-looking statements. This document has no contractual value and is not by any means intended as a solicitation, nor a recommendation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not lawful. The views 
and opinions expressed herein are those of HSBC Asset Management at the time of preparation, and are subject to change at any time. These views may not necessarily indicate current portfolios' composition. Individual portfolios managed by HSBC Asset 
Management primarily reflect individual clients' objectives, risk preferences, time horizon, and market liquidity. Foreign and emerging markets. Investments in foreign markets involve risks such as currency rate fluctuations, potential differences in accounting and 
taxation policies, as well as possible political, economic, and market risks. These risks are heightened for investments in emerging markets which are also subject to greater illiquidity and volatility than developed foreign markets. This commentary is for
information purposes only. It is a marketing communication and does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to any reader of this content to buy or sell investments nor should it be regarded as investment research. It has not been prepared in 
accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of its dissemination. This document is not contractually binding nor are we required to provide this to you 
by any legislative provision.

All data from HSBC Asset Management unless otherwise specified. Any third party information has been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but which we have not independently verified.



Emma Henningsson, Active Ownership

AP7 (Sjunde AP-fonden)



Managing the premium pension of 5.5 million Swedes

• Diversified global portfolio

• Externally managed

• 90% of AuM in equities

• We are a long-term owner in the global market

• Our portfolio risks are the global systemic risks

• Focus on real-world impacts across the market

• Transparent, not commercial, collaborative, 

point interventions

> A universal active owner



Voting at AP7

• A tool for systemic stewardship

• Voting in-house

• Communication tool between shareholders and company leadership

• Rules-based approach using publicly available metrics

• Board of directors are accountable for delivering a credible and sustainable 

strategy

• Private communication with company via investor relations



Pre-declaration

Raises awareness

• Company including board

• Other investors 

• Media

Channels for pre-declaration

• Own website

• CA100+ flagging process

• PRI Resolution Database

PRI Resolution Database 

• Central repository

• Voting intention and reasoning

• Sources of further information

• Awareness at the company



Information all in one place 
- the PRI Resolution 
Database
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Visit the Resolution Database

https://collaborate.unpri.org/shareholder-resolution


The Resolution Database

This publicly accessible database of ESG-related resolutions and votes can be used to easily 
find upcoming AGM votes, as well as to track the results of key proposals that have been 
voted on.
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Sign up to weekly signatory 
newsletter during proxy 
season

Visit the Resolution 
Database

Signatories can export the 
data for their own 
comparisons

This database is provided to improve the transparency of shareholder advocacy and proxy voting and to facilitate communication among shareholders. By including a shareholder resolution or management proposal in this database, neither the 
PRI nor the user submitting the resolution, proposal or campaign is seeking authority to act as proxy for any shareholder; shareholders should vote their proxies in accordance with their own policies and requirements. Access to this database does 
not transfer ownership of any of its contents to you, and you may not sell or make commercial use of the database or its contents; as used herein, “commercial use” does not include informing investment or stewardship decisions.

https://collaborate.unpri.org/shareholder-resolution
https://collaborate.unpri.org/shareholder-resolution


Adding a resolution or vote
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Visit the Resolution Database

https://collaborate.unpri.org/shareholder-resolution


Adding a resolution 
or vote
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▪ Anyone can add a resolution 
or vote to the Database 

▪ Simply register or log in to the 
Collaboration Platform, 
navigate to the Resolution 
Database, and select ‘Add a 
resolution to the database’

▪ You can add shareholder 
resolutions, management 
proposals and director votes

▪ PRI aims to approve and 
make public all submitted 
resolutions within 1 working 
day

https://collaborate.unpri.org/


Adding a resolution 
or vote
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▪ Anyone can add a resolution 
or vote to the Database 

▪ Simply register or log in to 
the Collaboration Platform, 
navigate to the Resolution 
Database, and select ‘Add a 
resolution to the database’

▪ PRI aims to approve and 
make public all submitted 
resolutions within 1 working 
day

https://collaborate.unpri.org/


Pre-declaring your voting intention
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See our disclaimer here.

https://collaborate.unpri.org/themes/custom/pcp/assets/files/PRI%20Vote%20Declaration%20System%20-%20Disclaimer.pdf


Signing up to the Resolution Alert

If you have not registered to the Collaboration Platform visit 
collaborate.unpri.org to register for an account. You can select 
your newsletter settings when you register. 

If you have registered to the Collaboration Platform, log in to 
your account and edit your profile settings to select your 
newsletter preferences. See below. 
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Edit your user details 

https://collaborate.unpri.org/
https://account.unpri.org/edituserdetails?retURL=https://collaborate.unpri.org/sso/update-profile


How to follow companies for notifications when a resolution is 
added relating to them

37
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AGM passed Vote results Analysis

Using the previous year’s AGM 

date as a marker, PRI updates 

the company’s AGM date 4-6 

weeks prior to the date itself. 

The status may also be updated. 

Continual

Vote result reporting varies 

country-by-country. We seek the 

vote result 6 weeks post the 

AGM. 

6 weeks post AGM

The status of the resolution 

or vote changes to ‘AGM 

passed’ 

Day of AGM

PRI conducts analysis to 

identify key trends and 

outcomes from western 

hemisphere AGM season, 

and expectations for the 

following year. 

June-August

Adding 

resolutions and 

votes

PRI uses country level sources 

to populate the Database. 

Signatories are encouraged to 

add resolutions they want to 

draw attention to.

Feb → end of Aus / S. Africa 

proxy season

Resolution statuses and vote result updates

AGM dates



PRI Collaboration Platform

An online platform for collaboration on ESG issues
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https://collaborate.unpri.org/ 

https://collaborate.unpri.org/
https://collaborate.unpri.org/group/20741/about
https://collaborate.unpri.org/group/20456/about
https://collaborate.unpri.org/group/20811/about
https://collaborate.unpri.org/group/20396/about


Climate Action 100+ flagged votes
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Climate Action 100+ may flag key shareholder proposals and management votes during 
proxy season for investors to take into consideration on its website and in other 
communications.

The Climate Action 100+ flagged votes list provides information to the market about 
company responsiveness to the goals of the initiative and progress towards disclosures 
requested through the Climate Action 100+ Net Zero Company Benchmark.

Disclaimer: The flagged votes process is designed purely for information purposes and to highlight upcoming key votes at the initiative’s focus 
companies. It is at the discretion of each signatory investor to determine how they vote. Climate Action 100+ does not require or seek collective decision-
making or action with respect to acquiring, holding, disposing and/or voting of securities. Signatories are independent fiduciaries responsible for their 
own investment and voting decisions. Read our full disclaimer here.

Lead or co-lead investors 
for company, thematic, or 
sectoral engagements can 
initiate a flagged vote. 

Further information is 
available on page 23 of the 
Signatory Handbook.

Who can initiate a flag?
Types of flagged votes Supporting materials

Examples of public position 
statement:

• Press release

• Memo from lead hosted on 
a public network website

• Pre-declaration of voting 
intentions

• Exempt solicitation

*Necessitate a public position statement from 
one (co-) lead investor to ensure engagement 
alignment

• Shareholder proposals filed by 
a (co-)lead signatory investor

• Shareholder proposals filed by 
a signatory or non-signatory 
investors (not a (co-)lead).*

• Management proposals*

https://www.climateaction100.org/approach/proxy-season/
https://www.climateaction100.org/net-zero-company-benchmark/
https://www.climateaction100.org/disclaimer/
https://www.climateaction100.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Signatory-Handbook-2023-Climate-Action-100.pdf


Key takeaways

https://collaborate.unpri.org/shareholder-resolution

Filing a 
proposal is 

just one 
step of the 

process

Voting adds 
accountability 

and 
effectiveness

Director 
elections 

are a 
chance to 

hold boards 
accountable

Transparency 
can 

strengthen 
engagement

The 
Resolution 

Database is 
available for 

you to 
utilise

Voting is a 
key tool for 
addressing 
systemic 
issues
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https://collaborate.unpri.org/shareholder-resolution


Questions?
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collaborations@unpri.org 

mailto:collaborations@unpri.org


Stewardship Resources
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE 

TO ACTIVE OWNERSHIP 

IN LISTED EQUITY

Outlines concrete steps to 

make active ownership an 

effective tool to support long-

term value creation in listed 

equity investing.

ARE CORPORATE 

BOARDS RESPONDING 

TO SUCCESSFUL ESG 

PROPOSALS?

Explains why corporate board 

responsiveness to 

shareholder proposals that 

receive significant support 

matters.

ACTIVE OWNERSHIP 2.0

Sets out a framework for the 

more effective and ambitious 

stewardship needed to deliver 

against beneficiaries’ interests 

and improve the sustainability 

and resilience of the financial 

system. 

A GUIDE TO FILING 

IMPACTFUL 

SHAREHOLDER 

RESOLUTIONS

Guides investors as to how they 

can use shareholder proposals 

to drive improvements at 

investee companies on matters 

related to ESG issues. 

ESG ENGAGEMENT 

FOR SOVEREIGN DEBT 

INVESTORS

Highlights existing practices 

and differences between 

corporate and sovereign 

bondholder engagement.

AN INTRODUCTION TO 

RESPONSIBLE 

INVESTMENT: 

STEWARDSHIP

Explains the importance and 

relevance of stewardship and 

outlines the tools investors can 

incorporate into policies, 

processes and practices.

CLIMATE TRANSITION 

PLAN VOTES: 

INVESTOR BRIEFING

Sets out key 

recommendations for 

investors and reviews key 

considerations for those 

casting climate transition 

plan votes.

Read more at Stewardship Resources

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND 

INCLUSION DDQ FOR 

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

Helps understand how investment 

managers and consultants 

approach diversity, equity and 

inclusion through their investment 

activities, the manager research 

process and within their own 

organisations.

MAKING VOTING COUNT: 

PRINCIPLE-BASED VOTING 

ON SHAREHOLDER 

RESOLUTIONS

Sets out how investors can 

develop and apply high-level 

principles to govern their use of 

voting on shareholder resolutions.

https://www.unpri.org/listed-equity/a-practical-guide-to-active-ownership-in-listed-equity/2717.article
https://www.unpri.org/listed-equity/a-practical-guide-to-active-ownership-in-listed-equity/2717.article
https://www.unpri.org/listed-equity/a-practical-guide-to-active-ownership-in-listed-equity/2717.article
https://www.unpri.org/active-ownership-20/are-corporate-boards-responding-to-successful-shareholder-esg-proposals/11160.article#fn_2
https://www.unpri.org/active-ownership-20/are-corporate-boards-responding-to-successful-shareholder-esg-proposals/11160.article#fn_2
https://www.unpri.org/active-ownership-20/are-corporate-boards-responding-to-successful-shareholder-esg-proposals/11160.article#fn_2
https://www.unpri.org/active-ownership-20/are-corporate-boards-responding-to-successful-shareholder-esg-proposals/11160.article#fn_2
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/active-ownership-20-the-evolution-stewardship-urgently-needs/5124.article
https://www.unpri.org/filing-shareholder-proposals/a-guide-to-filing-impactful-shareholder-resolutions/10995.article
https://www.unpri.org/filing-shareholder-proposals/a-guide-to-filing-impactful-shareholder-resolutions/10995.article
https://www.unpri.org/filing-shareholder-proposals/a-guide-to-filing-impactful-shareholder-resolutions/10995.article
https://www.unpri.org/filing-shareholder-proposals/a-guide-to-filing-impactful-shareholder-resolutions/10995.article
https://www.unpri.org/sovereign-debt/esg-engagement-for-sovereign-debt-investors/6687.article
https://www.unpri.org/sovereign-debt/esg-engagement-for-sovereign-debt-investors/6687.article
https://www.unpri.org/sovereign-debt/esg-engagement-for-sovereign-debt-investors/6687.article
https://www.unpri.org/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment-stewardship/7228.article
https://www.unpri.org/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment-stewardship/7228.article
https://www.unpri.org/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment-stewardship/7228.article
https://www.unpri.org/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment/an-introduction-to-responsible-investment-stewardship/7228.article
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/climate-transition-plan-votes-investor-briefing/9096.article
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/climate-transition-plan-votes-investor-briefing/9096.article
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/climate-transition-plan-votes-investor-briefing/9096.article
https://www.unpri.org/investment-tools/stewardship
https://www.unpri.org/asset-owner-ddqs/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-ddq-for-institutional-investors/10027.article
https://www.unpri.org/asset-owner-ddqs/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-ddq-for-institutional-investors/10027.article
https://www.unpri.org/asset-owner-ddqs/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-ddq-for-institutional-investors/10027.article
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/making-voting-count-principle-based-voting-on-shareholder-resolutions/7311.article
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/making-voting-count-principle-based-voting-on-shareholder-resolutions/7311.article
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/making-voting-count-principle-based-voting-on-shareholder-resolutions/7311.article
https://www.unpri.org/stewardship/making-voting-count-principle-based-voting-on-shareholder-resolutions/7311.article


Please submit your feedback

Please click on the ‘Attachments' 
tab, to submit feedback about 
your experience via the feedback 
form.

Exit full screen mode to view the 
tabs. 
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This presentation is being provided to you by PRI Association (“the PRI”) and its subsidiaries for information purposes only. The presentation is incomplete without 
reference to, and should be viewed solely in conjunction with, the oral briefing provided by the PRI. No reliance may be placed on its accuracy or completeness. Neither 
the presentation, nor any of its contents, may be reproduced, or used for any other purpose, without the prior written consent of the PRI. PRI Association is incorporated 
in England & Wales, registered number 7207947 and registered at 25 Camperdown Street, London E1 8DZ.

Thank you
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